Forklift Waste Tipping Bin

- This light weight fork waste bin is great for use in warehouses and on sites for general waste and rubbish
- Fitted standard with 2 front wheels and 1 rear wheel for easy wheeling throughout workplace
- Simply pull the cord or handle which releases mechanism for tipping into larger bins or skips
- Drain plug fitted as standard
- Safe Working Load: 350kg
- Finish: Painted
- Fork Pocket Size: 150x55mm
- Fork Pocket Centres: 600mm
- Unit Weight: 103kg
- Bin Overall Height: 800mm
- Bin Overall Width: 690mm
- Bin Overall Length: 1100mm
- Height to top of lip - 710mm
- Bin Capacity: 150L

Drum Tipper / Dumper

- Fast and efficient solution to emptying 205 litre steel drums, ideally suited to waste and scrap products
- The drum is secured with the sturdy belly strap and locked in place with the over-centre catch and locking pin
- A rope draw chord is pulled from the driver’s seat to dump the drum where required. A custom locking mechanism is fitted to prevent accidental release while driving over bumpy ground
- Working Load Limit (WLL): 500kg
- Rotational ability 180 degrees
- Load centre: 1000mm
- Fork pocket size 185 x 65mm
- Pocket centres 840mm
- Unit weight: 85kg